
There are - at least - two reasons why I find it ex-
tremely difficult to write anything about magic.

First, it is a vast field, the secrets of which are avail-
able only to a small handful of gifted elects. It is good 
for the chosen ones to come from wealthy homes; 
although, apparently for quite some time, it has not 
been necessary anymore. The knowledge that can 
be acquired without being gifted yourself is not very 
broad, and probably not much of what I write here 
will surprise you, dear reader.

There are two academies that train magic practi-
tioners: the girls-only college in Aretuza and - con-
sidered inferior by many - the boys’ school in Ban Ard.

Mages learn to draw energy from the elements such 
as fire, water, air, and earth. They also exercise the 
mind; because without enormous knowledge and 
mental strength, a wizard can easily lose control 
of magic and become a plaything in the hands of 
unpredictable power.

Wizards are much more respected than witchers, 
and they would never agree to be put on the same 

level. But I’ve heard of magicians who, like mutants, 
they don’t want to associate with so much, go out into 
the thicket to hunt dangerous beasts. Supposedly, 
many magical ingredients are necessary for exper-
iments, and brewing potions can be extracted from 
excised monsters. Wizards constantly dream of more 
power, so it’s no wonder that they eagerly reach for 
newer - and more dangerous - ways to get it.

The second reason I don’t want to go too deep into 
magic is much more prosaic. Wizards are, for the 
most part, beings that treat themselves seriously, 
and they take any unflattering attention deeply per-
sonally. As a dreadful combo, they have an extraor-
dinary memory that allows them to cultivate hatred 
in their hearts and plan revenge for a long time. The 
last thing I wish for is to get under a wizards skin as 
a result of unfortunate vocabulary, misinformation, 
or a simple mistake - so here I will end.

The Chronicles of Benno Kobart, fragment of chapter IV,  
Conjunction and its consequences



Game Board Extension

A deck of 90 Mage Action Cards

5 Sets of Mage Components, each including:

1 Player Board

1 Plastic 
Scoring Token

1 Scoring  
Token

1 School 
Token

1 Wooden  
Energy  
Marker

1 Mage Miniature  
with a color base

10 Starting Action Cards
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The Mages Expansion brings 5 new playable characters 
to The Witcher: Old World. It contains all components 
needed to add those characters to any existing expan-
sions. You may play as a Mage (instead of a Witcher) 
when using any combination of Expansions or game 
modes. Any number of Players may choose to play as 
a Mage (including everyone) during the same game. 

overview
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Since there are differences on how to prepare and play 
the game when all Players decide to play as Mages, and 
when only some do so, you need to decide on the way 
you are going to proceed before step 2 of the standard 
Setup rules. 

Depending on the chosen way to play the game, follow 
the steps explained in one of two sections below.

ALL PLAYERS DECIDE 
TO PLAY AS MAGES

Setup changes:

 � Players do not use the Action cards found in the 
basic game. Instead, a deck of Mage Action cards 
is used. Basic Action cards are placed back in the 
game box.

 � Players shuffle the Mage Action deck and place it 
where the standard deck would be placed 1  (the 
Game Board extension is not needed). The first six 
available cards are placed face up following the 
standard rules 2 .

 � After each Player has chosen the Mage (any meth-
od they choose), and the first Player is chosen, the 
last Player goes first in choosing their “School”. The 
Player chooses any Witcher school and places their 
School token a  covering the School symbol on 
the Game Board. The Player also places their Spe-
cialty token b  to cover the Specialty printed on 
the Game Board, and places their Mage miniature 
c  on that Location. Then, the next Player in the 

counter-clockwise order chooses any School that 
is not yet chosen and claims it to be their School 
for that game. Players do so, until all have claimed 
their School.

The remaining setup for Mages is identical to the regular 
game setup.

 

SOME, BUT NOT ALL PLAYERS 
DECIDE TO PLAY AS MAGES

Setup changes:

 � Players use both the basic Action cards and the 
Mage Action cards for the entirety of the game. 
First, place the Game Board extension 1  to create 
space for two separate decks. Then, shuffle each 
deck separately, and reveal 6 cards from each deck 
(following the standard rules). That way, there 
should be 6 Witcher Action cards 2  and 6 Mage 
Action cards 3  available.

 � After each Player has chosen the Witcher or the 
Mage that they will play as (any method they 
choose), and the first Player is chosen, the Mages 
need to claim their School Location. The Mage that 
will take their Turn last, chooses the Location first, 
then all other Mages choose a Location in count-
er-clockwise order.

 � The Player chooses any of the Witcher Schools that 
are not present in the game and places their School 
token covering the School symbol on the Game 
Board. The Player also places their Specialty token 
to cover the Specialty printed on the Game Board 
and place their Mage miniature on that Location. 

The remaining setup for Mages is identical to the regular 
game setup. 
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ALL PLAYERS DECIDE 
TO PLAY AS MAGES

Gameplay changes:

 � Whenever a game rule or component refers to 
a Witcher or Witchers, treat it as if it instead says 
Mage or Mages. 

 � Mages may fight one another, just like Witchers do.

 � Mages can pay Gold to train their Specialty on their 
School Location, as shown on the Specialty Token 
placed there during game setup.

SOME, BUT NOT ALL PLAYERS 
DECIDE TO PLAY AS MAGES

Gameplay changes:

 � Whenever a game rule or component refers to 
a Witcher, treat it as if it instead says Mage or Witch-
er, depending on the situation. If a game rule or 
component refers to Witchers treat it as if it instead 
says Mages and Witchers.

 � Whenever any Player gains an Action card in any 
way, they choose a card from their respective pool 
or deck, following all standard rules (e.g. a Witcher 
can not gain Mage cards).

 � Whenever any Player is allowed to discard Action 
cards (eg. using Vizima Location Action), they may 
choose cards from either pool in any combination.

 � When Player gains a new Action card in Phase III 
of their Turn, they also discard a card from the oth-
er card pool that holds the same position. 

For example: A Witcher gains the rightmost card from 
their pool, takes it into their hand a , and the rightmost 
Mage Action card b  is discarded. Each card pool is 
moved right c  and replenished with a new card.

 � Mages may fight one another, Witchers may fight 
Mages and vice-versa.

 � Mages can pay Gold to train their Specialty on their 
School Location, as shown on the Specialty Token 
placed there during the game setup.

fiery wind armor enhancement fiery embers

crushing blow covercounterattack
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WISDOM AND ENERGY 

Each Mage has Combat, Alchemy, and their own Spe-
cialty (just as any other Witcher). Mages replace the 
Defense Attribute with Wisdom. Mages also do not have 
a Shield level, and they gather and spend Energy instead. 

Training Wisdom

 � Whenever a Mage would raise or lower their De-
fense level, they raise or lower their Wisdom level 
instead. 

 � Whenever the game refers to the Player’s Defense, 
the Player playing as a Mage treats it as Wisdom.

Gathering Energy

 � Whenever a Mage would raise or lower their Shield 
level, they raise or lower their Energy level instead. 

 � Whenever the game refers to the Player’s Shield, 
the Player playing as a Mage treats it as Energy. 
(Exception: a Mage does not lower their Energy 
level after taking Damage.)

 � Whenever a Mage raises their Wisdom level, they 
immediately raise their Energy level by 1.

 � Energy is spent and gained during Fights. During 
Fights, Energy can exceed the Mage’s Wisdom level 
(different from the rule for Shields).

 � After a Fight, the Energy level is raised up to that 
Mage’s Wisdom level.

That icon appears on Mage Action cards and 
Specialties. When a Player uses such a card or 
Specialty, they raise their Energy level by 1.

Spending Energy
Mage Action cards are used similarly to basic Action 
cards. A Player gets a starting deck, builds it, and uses 
it to travel and fight. The cards have different effects 
explained below, but many of them have a new ability 
that allows boosting it by spending Energy.

After creating a card Combo, the standard rules require 
Players to resolve its effects in a specific order. While 
playing as a Mage the Player resolves cards in their 
Combo one-by-one, from left to right.

If a card depicts this symbol b , after it’s basic Fight 
Ability a  is resolved (but before the next card is acti-
vated in your Combo, if any):

You may spend the required Energy b  to activate it’s 
boost effect c . 

Card draw increase/decrease is resolved in Step 4 of 
the Player’s Fight Turn, following standard rules.

NEW CARD TYPES

Mage Action cards have the same colors as standard 
Witcher Action cards, so when any effect in the game 
refers to a specific type and color, it can affect both Witch-
er and Mage cards.

But Mages Action cards represent the different Spells 
which belong to 5 different branches: 

water trap

Basic 
Fight Ability

Required
Energy

Boost
effect

a

b

c

shielding winds

water trap

naturebending

fiery embers

mind shatter

Yellow - Air

Blue - Water

Green - Earth

Red - Fire

Purple - Mind
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If a card depicts this symbol b , after it’s basic Fight 
Ability a  is resolved (but before the next card is acti-
vated in your Combo, if any):

You may spend the required Energy b  to activate it’s 
boost effect c . 

Card draw increase/decrease is resolved in Step 4 of 
the Player’s Fight Turn, following standard rules.

NEW CARD TYPES

Mage Action cards have the same colors as standard 
Witcher Action cards, so when any effect in the game 
refers to a specific type and color, it can affect both Witch-
er and Mage cards.

But Mages Action cards represent the different Spells 
which belong to 5 different branches: 
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NEW CARD EFFECTS

Protection

Mages do not have Shields, and all re-
ceived Damage requires them to discard 

cards from the top of the deck (then from their hand 
when empty).

Mages can protect themselves from receiving Damage 
by gathering Protection. Protection gathered by a Mage 
only affects the very next opponent’s Fight Turn. Even if 
your enemy doesn’t deal Damage, the Protection is lost 
at the end of their Turn.  

The Protection reduces only the regular Damage. When 
the effect forces a Player to discard a card from their 
hand or deck, the Protection does not apply.

Examples:

1. During your Fight Turn, you gain 2 Protection. 
Next, you are attacked by a Monster, and they deal 
4 Damage, but your Protection reduces this by 2, 
so you actually only receive 2 Damage.

2. During your Fight Turn, you gain 2 Protection. Next, 
you are attacked by a Monster, and the effect forces 
you to discard 2 cards from your hand. As you have 
got only 1 card in your hand, you discard it; then, 
you discard 1 card from your deck. The Protection 
does not apply and is lost with no effect.

3. During your Fight Turn, you gain 3 Protection. Next, 
you are attacked by a Witcher who uses a Potion 
to deal 2 Damage, both of which is annulled by 
the Protection, but there is 1 Protection left (only 
until the end of the Fight Turn). Then, the Witch-
er creates a card Combo dealing 4 Damage, 1 is 
decreased by the remaining Protection, and you 
receive 3 Damage. 

Alternatively, the Witcher could have played a dif-
ferent card Combo to raise their Shield level instead 
(dealing no Damage) – that way, 3 Protection that 
you gained would be lost with no effect.

Draw any 1 chosen card from the 
discard pile.

Search your discard pile to take any 
1 card (adding it to your hand). You 
can not change the order of cards 
in the discard pile while doing so.

Deal Damage according to your 
Energy level.

Gather Protection according to 
your Energy level.

Increase your draw by the number 
equal to your Energy level.
Remember to resolve that effect 
during the 4th step of your Fight 
Turn along with all other draw 
modifications.

Raise your Energy level by 1.

Treat this card as if it had a Combo 
Extension of any color.
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MAGES 
 AND OTHER EXPANSIONS

The Mages Expansion may be combined with some 
other Expansions. During the first game with this 
Expansion, we suggest not to use any other Expan-
sion. When Players are familiar with this Expansion, 
they may use the Mages Expansion with:

 � Skellige Expansion

 � Legendary Hunt Expansion

 � Monster Trail Expansion 

 � Adventure Pack Expansion

 � Wild Hunt Expansion.

Alzur - Thunder

Once per Fight: during your Fight Turn, 
spend 1 Energy to roll a die. Apply the ef-
fect corresponding to the result (modified 
according to the Specialty level). You can 
choose a lower effect:

0-1: Deal 0 Damage,
2-3: Deal 1 Damage,
4-5: Deal 2 Damage,
6-8: Deal 3 Damage.

Ardea - Levitation

Once per Fight: during your Fight Turn, 
raise your Energy level (and, if level 2 or 
higher, draw additional cards). 

Gekhira - Necromancy

Once per Fight: during your Fight Turn, 
discard any 1 card from your hand to deal 
Damage (and, if level 3 or higher, raise 
your Energy level).

Othar - Teleportation

Once per Fight: during your first Fight Turn, 
gain Protection (and, if level 2 or higher, 
raise your Energy level). 

Philippa - Polymorph

Once per Fight: during your Fight Turn, roll 
a die and apply the effect corresponding to 
the result (modified according to the Spe-
cialty level). You can choose a lower effect: 

1+ (Cat): draw 1 card from your deck;
3+ (Wolf): deal 1 Damage and raise 
your Energy level by 1;
3+ (Bear): draw 1 card from your 
deck and gain 1 Protection;
5+ (Owl): Look through your 
discard pile and pick any 
1 card to add to your hand.


